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Finance Committee 
 

5th Meeting, 2016 (Session 4), Wednesday 3 February 2016 
 

Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (Amendment) (Scotland) Bill 
 
Introduction 
 
1. The purpose of this paper is to provide the Committee with information for its 
evidence session on the Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (Amendment) 
(Scotland) Bill (“The Bill”). 
 
2. The Committee will take oral evidence from two panels of witnesses before 
hearing from the Deputy First Minister. Written submissions received from the 
witnesses are attached. 
 
Proposed LBTT supplement on additional residential homes 
 
3. Draft Budget 2016-17 proposes to levy “an LBTT supplement on purchases of 
additional residential properties, such as buy-to-let properties and second homes.” 
The supplement will be set at three percentage points of the total price of the 
property for all relevant transactions above £40,000. 
 
4. The supplement is expected to come into effect from 1 April 2016. The 
Government estimated that it will raise between £17 million and £29 million in 2016-
17. 
 
5. The Draft Budget acknowledges that the levy will introduce a tax charge for 
additional properties below the LBTT tax threshold of £145,000. This, it states, 
“targets the lower end of the market, where demand for properties for investment 
purposes or second homes could make it difficult for new entrants to the market to 
purchase a main residence.” 
 
The Bill 
 
6. The Bill was introduced by the Deputy First Minister on 27 January. It and its 
accompanying documents are available on the Parliament’s website. Hard copies 
have been circulated to members. 
 
7. The Committee’s budget adviser produced a briefing paper on the Draft Budget 
which specifically focussed on tax issues. The section covering the LBTT 
Supplement is attached. 
 
Conclusion 
 
8. The Committee is invited to consider the above in taking evidence on the Bill at 
Stage 1. 
 

Alan Hunter 
Assistant Clerk 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/Bills/96000.aspx
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S4_FinanceCommittee/General%20Documents/Advisor_briefing_on_Draft_Budget_2016_8.1.2016.pdf
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Extract from Adviser Briefing on Draft Budget 2016-17: Tax Issues 

1.  While the SG make no reference to the proposed SDLT supplementary 

charge in the Draft Budget, one reason for introducing the LBTT charge must surely 

be that without it Scotland would become an attractive location for buyers of 

additional residential properties from the rest of the UK.  This additional demand 

could have made home buying for locals more difficult and expensive particularly in 

the case of urban flats and in rural and recreational areas.  The reason given for 

introducing it is to support home ownership in a balanced and sustainable way and 

to help ensure that the tax charge is proportionate to the ability to pay.  The 

application of the 3% to properties between £40,000 and £145,000, which otherwise 

are exempt from LBTT is justified as targeting a market where demand for second 

homes or investment properties could make it difficult for new entrants to the market 

to purchase a main residence.1 

 

2.  The Committee has raised a number of questions about the proposed LBTT 

supplement in its Call for Evidence on the subject.  The definition of additional 

residential property will require careful definition.  Scenarios that require 

consideration are: 

 

a. When purchasing a new home, the old home proves difficult to sell. Will 

there be a time limit on how long the old house can continue to be 

owned before the new one is reclassified as an additional residential 

property?  Will it make a difference if mortgage costs force the owner to 

find a tenant meantime for the old property? 

b. The matrimonial home is in the name of the husband. If the wife buys a 

letting property is it an additional residential property? If they are co-

habitants rather than married, does that make a difference? 

c. Parents buy a flat for student children to live in. Is it an additional 

residential property? Does it make a difference if the children have 

friends who pay to share the flat? 

d. Similarly, is the purchase of a nearby property for an elderly or infirm 

dependent additional residential property? 

                                            
1 Scotland's Spending Plans and Draft Budget 2016-17, p 18 
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e. An overseas resident, or resident in the rest of the UK, buys a property 

in Scotland with a view to retiring here at a future date, letting it or 

using it as a holiday home meantime. Is it an additional residential 

property and does it make a difference whether the current residence 

outside Scotland is owned or rented? 

f. An individual buys a property as his or her residence but unforeseen 

circumstances require them to work elsewhere for a period where they 

live in lodgings, meanwhile letting the purchased residence to a 

colleague.  Is it an additional residential property? 

 

3. Capital Gains Tax (CGT) gives a tax exemption on disposal of a principle 

private residence but not on disposal of second homes and let property and so CGT 

rules may be some help in designing the LBTT legislation.  However, LBTT applies 

on purchase and not disposal and so will not have the benefit of hindsight regarding 

the use of the property. 

 

4. One particular area of interest must be the application, or not, of the 

supplement where residential properties are purchased by companies.  With the 

impending restrictions on the deductibility of interest costs for income tax in property 

letting businesses, there are already articles in the professional press exploring the 

future tax savings from owning letting property through a company.  If the LBTT 

supplement (and SDLT supplement) do not apply to companies this developing trend 

will be accelerated with loss for the SG of, not just of LBTT supplement, but also 

income tax on NSND.  If LBTT supplement is to apply to companies, the concept of 

"additional residential property" will not be straightforward. A husband and wife 

company buying a letting property or a family company buying a holiday property are 

obvious cases where the supplement should, in fairness, apply but companies, 

whether with widely spread shareholdings or not, which are letting substantial 

numbers of student flats or retirement flats would not seem appropriate subjects for 

the supplement.  And there will be many cases that fall in between these two ends of 

the spectrum, so defining which companies will be subject to the charge and which 

not will be difficult. 
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5. Another potential way of avoiding the residential supplement would be for 

aspiring landlords to acquire a property as their only residence, "do it up", then let it 

and purchase a new property as their own residence, perhaps repeating the process 

multiple times.  While devising rules that will charge LBTT supplement on the 

subsequent purchases of sole residences, or retrospectively on the previous 

residences when they are let, may not be too difficult there will be the further 

complication of those who buy a residential property with no intention of letting but 

find that work requires them to move away and an immediate sale is not practicable 

for one reason or another. 

 

6. The introduction of the LBTT supplement is justified as a protection for the 

homebuyer who may otherwise be squeezed out of the market.  This needs to be 

balanced against the need for sufficient rental accommodation for those who do not 

qualify for a mortgage or whose work or other circumstances require shorter-term 

residence in a series of locations making property purchase impractical. 

 

7. The forecast tax revenue from LBTT for 2016-17 is £538m with £295m from 

residential property, £23m from the residential transaction supplement and £220m 

from non-residential transactions.  In the narrative, the estimate for the yet-to-be-

legislated supplement is given as £17m to £29m with the forecast of £23m being the 

median value.   



 

 

 
Finance Committee 

 

Proposed Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (LBTT) supplement on 

additional residential homes 

 

Submission from the Scottish Association of Landlords 

 

28th January 2016 

 

The Scottish Association of Landlords (SAL) is the largest and only 

dedicated national organisation that represents landlords and letting agents 

throughout Scotland. We support and represent our members’ interests 

through providing resources and assistance as well as delivering lobbying 

and campaigning work. 

 

SAL welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Finance Committee’s Call 

for Evidence on the proposed LBTT supplement on additional residential 

homes. LBTT impacts on our members when they are considering further 

investments and will also affect them at the point they sell their investments 

by adding to the overall cost of the asset to prospective purchasers. 

 

The Committee would welcome views on—  

 

1. The Scottish Government’s overall policy objectives in introducing 

the supplement and, in particular, whether it—  

 Is likely to “complement the Government’s commitment to 

supporting home ownership in a balanced and sustainable way.”  

 “helps to ensure that the tax charge is proportionate to the 

taxpayer’s ability to pay.”  

We doubt that these effects will be achieved because in practice what will 

happen is that purchasers will offer less for properties to offset their 

additional purchase costs. So the impact will be felt more by the vendor than 

the purchaser, particularly for properties which, due to their characteristics, 

are not attractive to home owners/first time buyers. 

 

First time buyers are less likely to face competition from investors in 

Scotland as the more onerous legal obligations placed on landlords in 

Scotland (as opposed to in the rest of the UK), particularly once the new 
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tenancy regime comes into force, mean that it is likely landlords will choose 

to invest elsewhere in the UK rather than in Scotland. 

 

2. The proposed 3% rate for the supplement and the £40,000 purchase 

price at which it is proposed to take effect.  

Due to the less favourable legal framework facing landlords in Scotland, we 

believe that the Government should introduce tax policies which are more 

favourable to landlords than in the rest of the UK; this will help to attract 

investment to Scotland despite the less favourable legal framework. For this 

reason we believe the tax rate should be lowered and the purchase price 

threshold raised rather than the figures being as proposed which are 

identical to those planned for the rest of the UK. 

 

3. The Scottish Government’s estimate that the measure will raise 

between £17 million and £29 million in 2016-17.  

We are not in a position to comment on these figures, but caution that due to 

the less favourable legal framework for landlords in Scotland it is likely that 

investors will choose to invest elsewhere in the UK unless there are tax 

advantages to investing in Scotland. We believe that this will mean very few 

choose to invest in Scotland and consequently proceeds from the higher rate 

of LBTT will be small. 

 

4. Any reliefs or exemptions that you consider should form part of the 

legislation.  

For the reasons stated in point 7 below we do not consider that this 

legislation should be introduced. However, if the Government is minded to 

proceed then we believe that there should be exemptions for: - 

 anyone buying at scale (the threshold for this should be six properties 

in order to align it with the threshold for multiple dwellings relief 

(MDR)); 

 anyone buying new build properties, even on a small scale – this will 

encourage more house building in Scotland; 

 a joint purchase where one of the parties is a first time buyer, e.g. 

where a parent is helping a child get on the housing ladder by 

purchasing jointly. Such transactions assist first time buyers and 

should be encouraged, not discouraged; 

 the purchase of properties which are not suitable for mortgage 

purposes. These are unlikely to appeal to first time buyers and such 

properties are usually targeted by buy to let investors who have the 

experience and financial resources to bring the properties back into 

use. This type of investment in housing should be encouraged, not 

discouraged by higher rates of LBTT; 

 properties which have been on the market for 6 months or more. In 

such cases, first time buyers have had ample opportunity to make an 

offer. If there is only interest in a property from buy to let investors, it 
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is in the interests of the seller to get a sale. Applying the higher LBTT 

rates in such circumstances, could result in the sale not concluding. It 

is better to have turnover in the housing market, than have properties 

remaining unsold for long periods; 

 a property owned by an individual in their own name being purchased 

by a company owned by that same individual as part of a restructuring 

exercise. Such transactions will not reduce the supply of owner 

occupied houses; 

 where a property is already a buy to let or holiday let property. Such 

transactions will not reduce the supply of owner occupied houses. In 

particular, HMO properties being sold to another landlords should be 

exempt as these types of properties are not suitable for first time 

buyers. 

5. The potential for tax avoidance under the supplement and how this 

should be addressed.  

We are not in a position to comment on this question. 

 

6. The likely impact of forestalling.  

For the reasons given in point 7 below we believe that the proposal should 

not only be forestalled, but shelved. However, forestalling will allow for more 

analysis of the likely impact of the proposal and will allow time to assess the 

impact on the private rented sector of other legislation, namely the proposed 

new tenancy regime and restrictions on finance relief, which we anticipate 

will exacerbate the shortage of properties the sector and increase rent levels. 

 

7. Any other comments you may have on the proposed supplement.  

We believe that the supplementary tax on the purchase of second homes will 

have a huge impact on the buy-to-let market and exacerbate an already 

serious shortage of properties in many areas. We firmly believe that the 

biggest losers will be the most vulnerable tenants who will now find it even 

harder to get the accommodation they want at a price they can afford, as 

rents rise in response to a shortage of properties and increasing business 

costs that need to be met by landlords. 

 

As laid out by the Commission on Housing and Wellbeing, landlords have a 

major part to play in solving Scotland’s housing crisis precisely because of 

the investment they can provide at all levels of the market. The Scottish 

Government should be encouraging more investment by responsible 

landlords whilst ensuring the highest standards are met, instead of 

seemingly doing everything it can to dissuade them. 

 

Reducing investment will only lead to less being spent on improving housing 

stock across Scotland and create a space for rogue landlords and letting 
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agents who operate outside of the high standards that the overwhelming 

majority of the sector are rightly held to. 

 

We believe that the increased costs associated with purchasing a property 

will lead to landlords trying to save money elsewhere and this could mean 

them: - 

a) trying to manage their property themselves rather than paying an 

agent to do so – this is likely to result in a deterioration in the quality of 

management across the sector; 

b) reducing the money they spend improving their newly acquired 

property. This will lead to a deterioration in the quality of PRS 

properties. A reduction in investment will also have a huge impact on 

local tradespeople like plumbers, electricians and decorators who rely 

on landlords for work. 

 

The Scottish Government should take into account that legal obligations on 

landlords in Scotland are much more onerous than in the rest of the UK (in 

particular repairing obligations), and will become significantly more so when 

the new tenancy regime takes effect. This, combined with the forthcoming 

restrictions on finance relief and proposed changes to LBTT will, we believe, 

have a significant impact on investment in the Scottish PRS and will 

jeopardise the stated aim of the Scottish Government (in its publication “A 

Place to Stay, A Place to Call Home”) to enable growth and investment in the 

PRS.  

 

A healthy PRS is vital to the Scottish economy, providing homes for those 

unable to secure accommodation in social housing and providing labour and 

housing market flexibility. Rather than discourage investment through 

increases in LBTT, we believe that the Scottish Government should in fact 

introduce tax policies which encourage investment, to offset the more 

stringent legal framework that landlords are exposed to in Scotland, prevent 

disinvestment and improve Scotland’s competitive advantage in attracting 

investment to its PRS. 
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Finance Committee 

Proposed Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (LBTT) supplement on additional 

residential homes 

Submission from the Scottish Property Federation 

Introduction 

1. The Scottish Property Federation (SPF) is the voice for the property industry in Scotland 

and speaks for over 180 corporate members with interests in Scottish real estate.  We 

include among our members major institutional investors, developers, landlords of 

commercial and residential property, and professional property consultants and advisers. 

2. We are happy for our comments to be published by the Scottish Parliament and to be 

shared with other public authorities. 

3. In the course of developing these comments we have liaised closely with colleagues at the 

British Property Federation’s Finance team who are due to submit views to the UK 

Treasury on their public consultation on the similar proposals for a 3% supplement on 

additional homes under SDLT. 

Key points 

4. The housing affordability crisis is fundamentally a result of a chronic under-supply of 

homes that is failing to meet a rapidly increasing demand for homes.  We believe this crisis 

will only be overcome by policies that will unlock barriers to the supply of new homes.  We 

do not believe that this Bill will contribute to this policy goal. 

5. We welcome the consideration in the Policy memorandum and indeed in the stakeholder 

group meeting of 8 January 2016 of the potential adverse impact on large scale private 

rented sector investors.  This is also a very live debate under the equivalent SDLT 

measures under consideration south of the border.  It is vital that we avoid a competitive 

disadvantage that would deter large scale investment in new homes, whether for large-

scale PRS investment or for smaller new development investments. 
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6. If the Parliament is to consider a transaction exemption where investors are purchasing a 

number of properties for letting purposes, then we believe 6 is the appropriate threshold.  

This is the existing threshold at which transactions are deemed to be commercial in nature.  

It would seem to be inconsistent to us for a residential surcharge to be applied to non-

domestic LBTT rates and so we believe an exemption point here would be appropriate.   

Crucially an exemption at this point would support those smaller scale developments that 

would be surcharged if the UK proposals for an exemption/relief at say 15 properties 

transacted were to be adopted by the Scottish Parliament. 

7. There is £30bn of institutional investment seeking build-to-rent opportunities in the UK over 

the course of the next four years.  Currently less than 2% of build-to-rent PRS investment 

is being directed to Scotland.  This is simply not enough to establish a major institutional 

asset class for large scale build-to-rent PRS in Scotland.  The schemes that are underway 

or proposed in Scotland were initiated ahead of the introduction of the current Private 

Housing (Tenancies) Bill.  Failure to deliver an appropriate exemption that will avoid 

deterring this investment would send a hugely negative signal to the investment market. 

8. An exemption for larger scale investments will not by itself remove the adverse 

consequences of this legislation.  Combined with other recent policy decisions including the 

impending removal of mortgage relief and the hugely increased risk associated with buy-to-

let investment under the Private Housing (Tenancies) Bill, there are many reasons why 

smaller scale buy-to-let investment will be reduced in Scotland.  This will have a 

consequence for the house-building industry itself as buy-to-let purchasers are a significant 

proportion of their off-plan sales.  The reduction of appetite from these investors will reduce 

confidence for the sector in delivering new housing sites through effectively forward funding 

parts of a site and thus reducing risk for the house-builder. 

9. Residential property is suffering from a major and rapid increase in taxation and regulation 

from both UK and Scottish Government sources.  Measures include ATED (Annual Tax on 

Enveloped Dwellings) and non-resident Capital Gains Tax from the UK Government, as 

well as loss of mortgage interest relief and high value LBTT charges introduced in 

Scotland. 

Questions 

10. In its policy memorandum the Scottish Government makes several policy objectives.  First, 

that the charge on additional homes will alleviate pressure on home buyers in the 

residential market.  Second, that failure to introduce any measure will create an incentive 
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for UK buy-to-let investors from elsewhere in the UK to move into the Scottish PRS market.  

Finally, that the measures will raise additional LBTT revenue. 

Supporting home ownership 

11. We do not agree that the supplement will greatly support home ownership.  The key to 

sustaining new home owners to meet modern financial requirements has been through 

direct Scottish Government intervention via Help to Buy.  Affordability is an issue caused 

mainly through lack of supply and these measures are likely to reduce rather than increase 

the supply of new homes. 

Principles of taxation and ability to pay 

12. We are also puzzled as to why the Scottish Government has moved away from its 

principled stance of progressive taxation.  The supplement will be imposed as a slab tax, 

exactly the same approach that the Scottish Government was keen to move away from 

when it took responsibility for SDLT in Scotland. 

Estimated additional revenue 

13. The government is anticipating some £17mn to £29mn (2016-17, after which this revenue 

increases greatly) in additional LBTT revenue as a consequence of the measure.  This 

includes some analysis of ‘forestalling’ whereby transactions are brought forward to occur 

ahead of the 1st April timetable having not concluded missives before 16 December 2015.  

We have considered the evidence of the financial memorandum and these figures seemed 

to be based on assumed proportions of Scottish transactions for second homes or for 

investment purposes.  We cannot see in any of the papers an assessment of whether 

transactions might be reduced if investors are deterred from the Scottish residential market 

and therefore we question whether these figures are robust. 

Appropriate relief or exemption 

14. We believe that there should be an exemption set for larger scale transactions of 6 or more 

properties, at which point the commercial rates of LBTT can be brought into play.  The 

intention of this exemption would be to support significant large scale investment in 

Scotland.  An exemption is proposed at the 15 property level under SDLT but we believe 

this is too large a number of properties for many Scottish projects which will be initiated by 

property entrepreneurs seeking to bring a range of 6-14 homes into use that would be 

forward sold to an investor.   

Relief for new development 
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15. We support a relief for new development for 6 or more properties which will have the 

benefit of sustaining the home-building industry to forward-sell new build properties to 

investors as described earlier.  The threshold of 6 or more properties for this specific relief 

will retain consistency with our previous comments on seeking an exemption where 6 or 

more properties are involved in a single transaction.  Without such a relief SME house-

builders who were devastated by the credit crunch will be severely constrained in taking 

forward development projects.  Again, the ability to forward sell smaller number(s) of new 

build or redeveloped properties is crucial for the financing of development projects and 

without this investment supply will be even more severely constrained than now. 

Look back relief for portfolios 

16. We are concerned that at the lack of flexibility for a ‘look back’ procedure for larger scale 

transactions intended for the same portfolio (as opposed to individuals).  If a developer is 

unable to gain relief from the 3% surcharge where he may be acquiring a range of 

properties in a location for the purposes of site assembly for a development then they may 

find such projects unviable. With such a relief developers may be unable to support new 

development and PRS investment whereby even with same seller and same buyer a 

phased project takes more than one transaction to complete the supply and transfer of a 

number of properties.   

17. The Bill includes provisions for an 18 month clawback where an individual purchasing their 

own homes can reclaim the surcharge.  This could still impose a huge up-front tax burden 

on individuals and we believe this approach needs to be reconsidered in order to better 

support individuals caught in the conveyancing system, technically, with an additional 

home yet with no intention of being a second homeowner. 

Relief for certain asset classes – cluster flats in PBSAs 

18. The Bill and policy memorandum does not appear to examine the position of certain asset 

classes under the charge.  For example, we would also question whether cluster flats 

contained within PBSA accommodation are included within the scope of the charge.  These 

properties are not able to be let on the open market so we do not see any justification for 

any potential liability to the 3% surcharge.      

Position of other LBTT reliefs 

19. We would also like to know if other reliefs extant under LBTT (Group relief, charities) etc. 

will still benefit under the 3% supplement?  Clarification on this point would be welcome. 

Accidental second homeowners 
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20. We are concerned that there are a number of accidental second homeowners who may be 

unintentionally caught by the Bill’s provisions.  In discussion on technical scenarios our 

members have raised concerns in respect to certain complex situations.  For example, 

where a marriage breaks down and one of the parties needs to re-locate while still 

nominally an owner of the former marital home.   In another case there could be an 

inheritor of an interest in a property, perhaps as part of a number of siblings for a property 

not in Scotland.  Some siblings may already be homeowners and we understand could be 

protected from the charge.  Yet those siblings not already homeowners but then who 

actually wish to become a homeowner may be caught.  These are difficult situations but 

there is a fear that these and similar situations, which are not uncommon, may well slip 

through with the Bill without adequate consideration given the speed of parliamentary 

implementation. 

21. We would be pleased to answer any further questions relating to our evidence. 

 

 

 

 

 

David Melhuish 

Director 

Scottish Property Federation 
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Response to the Scottish Parliament’s Finance Committee call for evidence 

on the proposed LBTT supplement on additional residential homes 

From National Association of Estate Agents (NAEA) 

January 2016  

Background 

1. National Association of Estate Agents (NAEA) is the UK’s leading professional body for 

estate agency personnel, being part of a group representing 14,600 members who 

practice across all aspects of property services both in the UK and overseas. These 

include residential and commercial sales and lettings, property management, business 

transfer, auctioneering and land. The NAEA is a sister organisation to the Association 

of Residential Letting Agents (ARLA). 

2. NAEA is dedicated to the goal of professionalism within all aspects of property, estate 
agency and land. Its aim is to reassure the general public that by appointing an NAEA 
member to represent them they will receive in return the highest level of integrity and 
service for all property matters. Both NAEA and ARLA members are bound by a 
vigorously enforced Code of Practice and adhere to professional Rules of Conduct. 
Failure to do so can result in heavy financial penalties and possible expulsion from the 
Associations. 

 

Questions 

The Committee would welcome views on - 

1. The Scottish Government’s overall policy objectives in introducing the supplement and, 

in particular, whether it –  

 Is likely to “complement the Government’s commitment to supporting home 

ownership in a balanced and sustainable way.” 

 “helps to ensure that the tax charge is proportionate to the taxpayer’s ability to 

pay.” 

 

3. The proposal by the Scottish Government in the Draft Budget 2016-17 to levy “a Land 

and Buildings Transaction Tax (LBTT) supplement on purchases of additional 

residential properties, such as buy-to-let properties and second homes” will bring 

Scotland’s buy-to-let sector and market in second homes in line with the rest of UK.  
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4. Similar to other parts of the UK, NAEA thinks that the three per cent additional homes 

supplement is likely to reduce the number of people looking to invest in buy-to-let 

properties and second homes in Scotland. However, anyone looking to purchase these 

types of property is likely to do so before April to avoid incurring extra costs because 

of the supplement.  

 

5. Fewer people entering the buy-to-let market is encouraging for first-time buyers 

because they won’t be in competition with as many individuals looking to invest in 

buy-to-let properties or second homes. We think this could be particularly helpful in 

areas such as Edinburgh, Glasgow or Aberdeen where supply and affordability of 

housing is limited. 

 

6. However, in relation to the Scottish Government’s overall policy objectives to increase 

homeownership in a balanced and sustainable way there are two factors which must 

be taken into consideration. Firstly, house prices are continuing to rise. The NAEA’s 

Housing 2025 report released in December predicted that the price of the average UK 

home will rise by 50% in the next 10 years. For houses in Scotland the report outlines 

how we expect the average house price to be £199,807 this year and rise to £281,445 

in 2025. Secondly, like in other parts of the UK, Scotland has a shortage of housing 

with Homes for Scotland saying in November 2015 that 100,000 new homes are 

needed in Scotland by 2020. Consequently, the lack of properties available across 

Scotland, combined with high demand means that house prices aren’t likely to come 

down any time soon.    

 

7. To ensure that homeownership in Scotland is balanced and sustainable we think that 

the Scottish Government must implement a nationwide housebuilding programme to 

even out the current differences between supply and demand. This will help to 

constrain upward pressure on house prices and allow more prospective buyers to 

enter the Scottish housing market.  

 

8. Furthermore, those able to purchase housing in Scotland and across the UK still 

require large sums of money to pay for deposits and solicitors’ fees. With house prices 

still outstripping wages people need support in accessing finance to purchase property 

once they are built. It’s also vital that the Scottish Government works closely with 
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mortgage lenders to ensure that lending criteria are appropriate and that sufficient 

lending is available to those looking to buy a home.    

2. The proposed 3% rate for the supplement and the £40,000 purchase price at which it is 

proposed to take effect. 

9. The proposed purchase price at which the supplement takes effect will cover the vast 

majority of property sales in Scotland. We know this because the NAEA’s Housing 2025 

report shows that last year the average house price in Scotland was £196,799. 

Therefore we see the proposed 3% rate causing big problems for people purchasing 

additional homes for children or those who have to go on the mortgage with children 

and family in order to assist them on to the housing ladder.        

 

10.  As we outlined in point 4, NAEA thinks that the supplement could allow for more 

properties to become available for first-time buyers and those looking to move house. 

However, in our response to the Scottish Parliament’s Finance Committee’s call for 

evidence on the LBTT in October we said that we expected the new LBTT rules to help 

first-time buyers and the lower end of the market, but figures from members showed 

that fewer properties costing up to £145,000 were sold in 2015 since the new rules 

came in compared to the same period in the previous two years.   

 

11. Furthermore, although in many cases members said that first-time buyers had been 

more active throughout 2015, some members suspected this was largely due to the 

availability of mortgage lending rather than the tax savings from purchasing a property 

at the lower end of the market. Therefore we feel that this underlines the importance 

for the Scottish Government and the banks of continuing to look at more 

comprehensive ways to improve access to funding for prospective homeowners, 

especially for the importance first time buyer market.    

 

12. For those people who do decide to invest in second homes or in particular buy-to-let 

property after April, it is likely that may see rent rises as landlords attempt to recoup 

the cost of paying the additional homes supplement. These types of investors may 

also not have as much money to renovate or maintain property. NAEA believes access 

to good quality housing is essential to improve the sector and strengthen 

communities.         
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13. If the Scottish Government were to start a massive housing building programme (as 

outlined in point 7) this would not only bring down house prices, but also reduce the 

cost of renting as supply catches up with demand. As a result people who rent will 

have more money to save for a deposit, allowing them to become homeowners and 

part of the Scottish Government’s plan for sustainable and balanced homeownership.   

3. The Scottish Government’s estimate that the measure will raise between £17 million and 

29 million in 2016-17. 

14. We would treat any estimates with caution. We know from information provided to 

us from members that 2015 sales figures for residential property sold at prices ranging 

from £250,000 to £325,000 in the period January to March 2015 were no different to 

the number of properties sold during the same period in 2014. In addition, last year a 

member reported that only two additional properties were sold from April to August 

than the same period in 2014.  

 

15. Last year members also witnessed a significant reduction in sales for residential 

property sold over £750,000 in the two months after the new LBTT regime came in. 

Furthermore, in December Faisal Choudhry, Savills’ Director of Scottish Research said 

that the amount of tax collected since the introduction of LBTT is down twenty five 

per cent on the amount raised during the previous stamp duty regime.     

 

16. Regardless of the amount of money raised as a result of the additional homes 
supplement the NAEA would like to see the money used to build more houses and 
fund initiatives to help first-time buyers purchase more affordable housing. NAEA 
believes that the Help to Buy scheme is a positive step which has helped people to buy 
homes as well as provided support for the construction industry.  

 
4. Any reliefs or exemptions that you consider should form part of the legislation.  
 

17. On page 18 of Scotland’s Spending Plans and Draft Budget 2016-2017, NAEA feels that 
greater detail is needed to define more clearly and outline examples of additional 
purchases which may constitute ‘recreational purposes’ or ‘main residence’. This is 
because some purchases may be made to allow for work arrangements splitting a 
person’s main residence. For instance, if they stay in a property from Monday to Friday 
for work but the family home (lived in on weekends or for a couple of days throughout 
the week) is somewhere else. If these types of purchases were to fall into the 
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definition of ‘main residence’ then we would recommend the Scottish Government 
look at providing some type of relief for buyers.  

 
5. The potential for tax avoidance under the supplement and how this should be addressed. 

18. People with a property portfolio might now consider swapping to a limited company 

structure and paying corporation tax instead.  

6. The likely impact of forestalling 

19. Anyone looking to invest in a buy-to-let property or second home will more than likely 

already be securing loans to cover the additional homes supplement before the 

changes in April. 

7. Any other comments you may have on the proposed supplement.   

20. We do not have any further comments to make on the proposed supplement.   
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Finance Committee 

Proposed Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (LBTT) supplement on additional 
residential homes 

          Submission from RICS in Scotland 

 
Introduction 
 

1. RICS in Scotland acknowledges that a similar levy will be applied to second 
homes in England and Wales from April 2016. 

 
2. We believe that these regimes could discourage small landlords from future 

investment and reduce the rental supply in England, Wales and Scotland; 
reduced supply often leads to increased rents. 

 
3. That said, we believe it was prudent of the Cabinet Secretary for Finance, 

Constitution and Economy to match the UK levy, as the Scottish housing market 
could’ve seen an influx of buy-to-let investors from England and Wales if a similar 
regime is not introduced.  

 
4. The potential addition of house buying participants could have increased 

competition and subsequently, potentially increased house prices, and then rents.  
 
Home Ownership and the Tax-payers Ability to Pay 
 

1. RICS in Scotland believes that all property should be used effectively and 
efficiently.  

 
2. Our overarching view is that the 3% LBTT supplement on second homes – 

whether they are a holiday home or buy-to-let investment - would indicate the 
Scottish Government’s commitment to supporting home ownership and assisting 
first time buyers.  

 
3. This supplement may help achieve a more equitable distribution of housing stock 

by disincentivising second home purchase, thus lowering competition in the 
housing market. 

 
4. The potentially lower demand could, feasibly, reduce house price rises in 

Scotland as demand on the chronic housing shortage will be alleviated. 
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5. However, we are concerned by the implications of the supplement for privately 
rented accommodation at a time when we have a deficit across all tenures. 
 

6. We believe that a balance needs to be struck between increasing affordability for 
first time buyers (and owner-occupiers) and sustaining investment and 
development.  
 

7. If this supplement is enacted, we would urge the Scottish Government to consider 
ring-fencing revenue generated from the 3% supplement for investment in 
housing – either through the provision of more social housing, or mortgage 
deposit guarantees for first time buyers (for new build and existing stock). This 
latter suggestion would amplify the Government’s commitment to home 
ownership. 
 

8. Throughout this submission, RICS makes further suggestions for the Finance 
Committee to consider in striking the required balance, as well as possible 
exemptions for consideration. 

 
Rural Impact 
 

9. At present, Scotland's rural population is in decline. In many cases there is an 
insufficiency of people in rural areas to stimulate the need for housing 
development and employment opportunities - all of which will assist recovery and 
vibrancy.   
 

10. RICS believes action is required to encourage a repopulation of rural 
communities to encourage a critical mass of people, which will in turn stimulate 
private investment and growth in the rural economy. 

 
11. Holiday homes are very prevalent in rural Scotland. An outcome of this situation 

is inflated house prices, reducing locals’ ability to afford to live in the area, and 
reduced community infrastructure. 

 
12. The LBTT supplement for holiday homes could assist rural repopulation and 

infrastructure requirements. 
 

13. However, there is a case to be made for promoting new developments – 
particularly purpose built rental or holiday accommodation. We provide further 
views on this issue under the ‘exemptions’ section of this paper. 
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An unstable Private Rented Sector (PRS) and Institutional Investment 
 

14. The PRS market in Scotland has been dominated by small-scale investments 
from individual landlords who own 1-3 properties – with many being “accidental”. 
 

15. Furthermore, the Private Rented Sector (PRS) has experienced significant policy 
and legislative changes recently. These changes include, for example, the 
proposed regulation of letting agents, a new tenancy regime and reduced 
mortgage interest tax relief for landlords. 

 
16. This has led to a fragmented PRS system that lacks consistency and stability. For 

a fully-functional property market to operate, there needs to be these two 
ingredients as they can lead to confidence in a sector that will entice investors.  

 
17. RICS believes that more can be done to entice institutional investors to build 

purpose-built accommodation for rent; not only by providing a stable policy and 
legislative environment, but creating a financial framework that would encourage 
them to do so. 

The Proposed 3% rate to the £40,000 Purchase Price 

18. As an apolitical organisation, RICS does not have a view on the threshold of 
£40,000 that the LBTT supplement will take effect. 
 

19. However, it is important that the Committee considers the monetary reality that 
even at the lowest price that the supplement becomes effective i.e. £40,000, this 
equates to an additional £1200. There is scope to suggest that this additional cost 
could be diluted into rents, thus applying pressure on already-high rents – 
particularly in hots pots of Edinburgh, Glasgow and Aberdeen - at a time where 
they continue to rise. 

 
20. With this supplement potentially hurting PRS supply and rents, tenants may find 

themselves with a limited PRS offering in terms of both quality and cost. 

Exemptions and Reliefs 

New Build and Purpose Built 
 

21. RICS in Scotland wants to see a PRS framework that encourages institutional 
investors to build and let new developments, not take on the landlord duties of 
current PRS stock.  
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22. There is, however, a case to be made that small-scale buy-to-let investors assist 
the delivery of new large-scale developments.  

 
23. For example, second properties that are purchased within a new development are 

often acquired by landlords looking to make a buy-to-let investment. This would 
indicate that these investments make a contribution to house-building demand i.e. 
increasing housing delivery and supply. 
 

24. As such, a balance needs to be struck between increasing delivery of new homes 
(and the availability and affordability for owner-occupiers), and sustaining 
adequate levels of investment and development. 

 
25. One possible approach to consider would be to exempt new build property from 

the supplement after all attempts to sell to owner-occupiers have been exhausted 
or after a set period of time.  
 

26. This exemption could also be extended to include: 
a. Purpose-built holiday homes for rent, which provide benefit to tourism and 

local economies – particularly in rural Scotland; 
b. Purpose built student accommodation 
c. Purpose built for units for private rent. 

 
27. It is important to note here that this proposed exemption is for new property, not 

existing stock. 
 

28. This proposal could feasibly maintain adequate levels of investment in, and 
supply of, rented accommodation through sustained development, faster delivery 
and an increased supply. A likely outcome would be more created and 
maintained jobs and, ultimately, the stabilising of rent increases. 
 

Bulk Purchases  
 

29. We acknowledge that the UK government is considering an exemption for 
purchases of 15 or more properties.  

 
30. If this proposal is to be emulated in Scotland, we would urge the Scottish 

Government to provide coherent detail: would this involve a portfolio of properties 
that cover a large area, or units within the same development? 

 
31. We are of the impression that institutional investors will generally look to new 

build properties. If the Scottish Government wishes to enhance institutional 
investment in the PRS, which would be a very prudent policy, we would suggest 
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bulk purchases of new build, planned developments or purpose built rental 
developments are exempt. 

 
32. With regard to portfolio of properties, we would assume this would be from 

investors looking to upgrade or enhance existing properties for future let. Unless 
these properties are pre-assigned for future let, or are currently uninhabitable, we 
would suggest that they are not exempt on the proviso that the main premise of 
this supplement is to increase housing supply for owner-occupiers, not upgrading 
existing stock. 
 

Inherited Property  
 

33. RICS seeks clarity in the scenario where an individual who rents a property, 
inherits another (outright).  
 

34. If this individual wishes to relinquish his/her rented accommodation to purchase a 
home -as a main residence - would this individual be liable to pay the 
supplement? 

 
35. In this instance, following the enactment of the LBTT supplement, would s/he 

have to pay the new supplement on the full value of the new main residence? 
 

36. It should be noted here that some properties can take a considerable amount of 
time to sell. If relief is not provided, some families’ housing journey could stall. 
 

37. This is an unintended consequence of this proposed regime and we urge the 
Committee to consider some sort of relief for instances like these. 
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Finance Committee 

Proposed Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (LBTT) supplement on additional 

residential homes 

Submission from the Law Society of Scotland 

 

Introduction 

 

The Law Society of Scotland is the professional body for over 11,000 Scottish solicitors. 

With our overarching objective of leading legal excellence, we strive to excel and to be a 

world-class professional body, understanding and serving the needs of our members and 

the public.  We set and uphold standards to ensure the provision of excellent legal services 

and ensure the public can have confidence in Scotland’s solicitor profession 

We have a statutory duty to work in the public interest1, a duty which we are strongly 

committed to achieving through our work to promote a strong, varied and effective solicitor 

profession working in the interests of the public and protecting and promoting the rule of 

law. We seek to influence the creation of a fairer and more just society through our active 

engagement with the Scottish and United Kingdom governments, parliaments, wider 

stakeholders and our membership.   

This evidence has been prepared on behalf of the Law Society by members of our Land 

and Buildings Transaction Tax working party, a sub-group of our Tax Committee (“the 

working party”).  The working party welcomes the opportunity to consider and respond to 

                                                 

1
 Solicitors (Scotland) Act section 1 
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the call for evidence by the Scottish Parliament’s Finance Committee on the proposed 

LBTT supplement on additional residential homes. 

 

General Comments 

 

The working party would like to echo the concerns that we are aware have been raised by a 

number of stakeholders that the timescale and manner in which this proposal is being 

considered is not conducive to the formulation of good-quality, robust tax legislation. The 

implications of the proposals could be far-reaching and should be considered carefully 

before implementation. That consideration could be prejudiced by the stipulation of an 

unduly short consultation process. It is especially difficult to respond to a call for evidence, 

and the specific questions contained within it, when draft legislation is published only one 

day before the end of the time period for the call for evidence. In view of the timescale we 

have only been able to include some initial comments on the draft legislation in this 

submission.  

 

Specific Comments 

 

1. Overall policy objectives  

 

The role of the Law Society of Scotland in responding to legislative proposals is not usually 

to comment on the policy underpinning them.   

 

We will therefore limit our comments to a few general observations in relation to the stated 

objectives, including the intention of targeting the lower end of the market “where demand 

for properties for investment purposes or second homes could make it difficult for new 

entrants to the market to purchase a main residence”.   

 

First of all, we are unsure whether the property market in Scotland is comparable to that in 

England and Wales and as such whether there is a big enough problem for first time buyers 

to risk a potentially wider negative impact on the number of property transactions and the 

provision of new housing.  That said, we can envisage situations where house prices will be 
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reduced in order to absorb the extra charge, which would run counter to the policy objective 

of targeting those purchasing properties for investment purposes or second homes. 

 

In respect of ability to pay, we note that the situation could arise where the purchaser has to 

pay the supplement upfront and subsequently seek a refund.  This could affect ability to 

pay, particularly in situations where the purchaser is not cash-rich and is relying on an 

institutional lender to meet most of the upfront costs. The new regime will mean that 

purchasers will have to at the very least address the risk of having to pay the supplement, 

for example if their buyer pulls out. Thus a purchaser has to bear in mind that they may 

have to arrange bridging finance to complete their own purchase, and in addition pay the 

3% supplement, on top of their expected LBTT charge. 

 

We would also make the following observations: 

 

 Given the timescales the public will have little time to prepare themselves for the new 

regime. 

 Schemes such as the help to buy scheme have been successful and funding has 

been allocated to target low income individuals and help families across Scotland get 

on or up the housing ladder.2 We question whether the focus should be more on the 

continued promotion of these initiatives rather than on the introduction of the 

supplement. 

 Tax structures should ensure that there are the right economic incentives in terms of 

driving investment opportunities in the Scottish housing market. We question 

whether the effect of the additional supplement on the holiday home market might 

lead to fewer holiday homes being built. 

 Bearing in mind the principles of fairness and transparency we would suggest that 

any provisions which retrospectively impact on home owners are avoided.  While we 

do not have detailed provisions an example of this would be a rule relating to ’18 

months to buy’ (see paragraph 4 below.  If such a rule was to be introduced then, 

depending on from when this is effective, this could unfairly penalise home owners 

who have sold in advance of the legislation being in contemplation, never mind effect 

                                                 

2
 http://news.scotland.gov.uk/News/Fresh-help-for-home-buyers-2190.aspx 
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(i.e. a sale within the preceding 14 months or so prior to the announcement in 16 

December 2015). 

 

2. The proposed 3% rate for the supplement and the £40,000 purchase price at which 

it is proposed to take effect. 

 

The call for evidence states the supplement will be set at 3% of the total “price of the 

property” for all relevant transactions above £40,000.  We are of the view that the wording 

in the legislation is likely to include other forms of consideration. It would therefore be 

important to clarify the other types of considerations and transactions which would be 

caught by the higher rate. 

 

Purchase Price 

 

Properties which are already owned and which have a market value of less than £40k will 

not be counted by the legislation (see paragraph 9(3)). However, clarification is required on 

whether this means the value when purchased. Otherwise, the purchaser might have to 

seek a valuation of these properties at the time of a subsequent acquisition with the 

attendant additional cost of doing so creating an additional financial burden. 

 

Re-Introduction of ‘Slab’ Structure 

 

One of the policy aims of LBTT was to introduce a more progressive sliding scale compared 

to the SDLT ‘slab’ structure. The 3% supplement is a ‘slab’ structure in that it attaches to 

the full consideration on all properties above the value of £40k. We suggest that 

consideration should be given to a form of taper, in order to minimise the “cliff edge” 

increase around the £40,000 threshold. 

 

3. The Scottish Government’s estimate that the measure will raise between £17 

million and £29 million in 2016-17. 

 

No comment.  
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4. Any reliefs or exemptions that you consider should form part of the legislation. 

 

Moving House / Replacing a Main Residence 

We believe that relief should  be available house buyers who are intending to simply move 

house by selling their only home and buying a new sole residence. Otherwise the risk of 

having to pay the supplement for such purchasers may deter them from moving house.  

 

We note that the draft legislation contains two 18 month periods to establish whether a 

person is considered to be replacing a main residence: 

 

• 18 months to buy 

If a person sells the main residence and then buys a new main residence within 18 

months, the 3% does not apply 

 

• 18 months to sell 

If a person buys a new main residence and then sells the original main residence 

within 18 months, he or she gets the opportunity to claim back the supplement 

 

We welcome the fact that  the additional rate does not apply in these circumstances. In 

order to support the stated objective of targeting investment and second homes it is 

important that the additional rate does not apply to people who are replacing a main 

residence. 

  

We are concerned, however, that individuals who sold their main residence before the 

details of the 3% supplement was announced may not be able to benefit from this relief – 

see our further comments under Transitional Arrangements.   

 

Definition of “main residence” 

 

The UK Government proposal is for the definition of a main residence to be based on the 

facts. This means that unlike capital gains tax, it will not be possible to elect one’s main 

residence for SDLT purposes. However, in Scotland there is a statutory residence test in 
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relation to Scottish taxpayer status. In order to avoid confusion, it will be essential for the 

guidance to address how “main residence” is to be defined. 

 

Grace Period 

 

There are occasions when a purchaser has no intention of owning two properties but, due 

to circumstances that might be unforeseen, the transactions will not complete on the same 

day. In this regard, we recommend a grace period of up to 30 days to allow delayed 

transactions to complete. We believe that a 30 day grace period where a person in this 

position would not have to pay the additional sum would be reasonable, fair and realistic. 

Under such a system, if the 30 day period passed and the second transaction had still not 

completed, the purchaser would have to pay the supplement and the onus would be on him 

or her to lodge an amended return with the additional payment. He or she would then still 

be in a position to be able to seek a refund if he or she had satisfied one of the 18 month 

periods.   

 

Such a grace period would reduce the number of purchasers faced with paying the 

supplement due to unforeseen consequences and would also reduce the administrative 

burden of reclaiming the supplement for both the purchaser and Revenue Scotland. 

 

Transitional Arrangements. 

 

We believe that it would be inequitable to require a purchaser to pay the higher rate if he or 

she has sold his or her main residence prior to the announcement of the additional charge 

even if he or she buys a new main residence after 1 April 2016.  

 

We believe that the commencement of the 18 month period should run from the 

implementation date, 1 April 2016. This would give people (including professional advisers) 

time to become aware of the new regime. 

 

We note that transactions where missives were concluded prior to 16 December 2015 

should not be subject to the supplement. We would highlight that our understanding of the 

residential market is such that the target average transaction time is usually less than the 
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14 week period (from 16 December to 1 April) with a target transaction time of 6 – 8 weeks.  

It is therefore questionable how many transactions will in fact benefit from this transitional 

relief. 

 

Given Scottish conveyancing practice, we suggest that it would be more appropriate to 

consider transactions for transitional relief where an offer to buy has been made and 

accepted in principle (though missives not necessarily concluded) prior to 16 December 

2015. 

 

Multiple Properties Relief 

 

We note that no relief for multiple purchases has been included in the draft legislation, as 

the Scottish Government wishes to consider further all the representations which have been 

made.  

 

The UK Government consultation proposes a relief for the simultaneous purchase of 

multiple properties (whether new build or not). The threshold that has been suggested is 15 

properties. As it is likely that a multiple properties relief will be included in relation to SDLT, 

we believe it is important that a similar relief is also included for LBTT, otherwise 

institutional investors in Scotland would be operating at a competitive disadvantage 

compared to those elsewhere in the UK.     

 

We also note that that the additional LBTT rate applies even to a purchase of 6 or more 

residential properties, which is treated as non-residential property and in relation to which 

LBTT is payable at the non-residential rates. We question whether it makes sense to 

charge the supplement in relation to the purchase of 6 or more residential properties. It 

would appear more sensible to align any relief from the supplement for multiple purchases 

with the current treatment of 6 or more residential properties as being taxable at the non-

residential rates. Different thresholds could result in confusion, with purchasers paying 

commercial rates of LBTT and also being liable for the residential LBTT supplement. 

 

The Scottish Government will also need to consider and clarify whether any multiple 

purchase tests will apply to the purchase of properties that form part of the same sale and 
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purchase agreement, linked transactions or on a cumulative basis (or all three). 

Consideration should be given to taking account of phased purchases for the purposes of 

determining eligibility for a scale purchase relief. In addition, it has been suggested that 

relief might only apply where a purchaser already owns a specified number of properties, 

although this would seem to unfairly disadvantage those investing in their first tranche of 

properties. 

 

Student Accommodation Sector 

 

We are aware that purpose-built student accommodation might have fewer than 15 

separate flats but will often have multiple separate beds. There would need to be 

consideration as to how such a relief would operate in respect of a development that 

consists of properties intended for multiple occupation.  We question whether the relief 

should take into account not only the number of properties, but also the number of 

occupants within each property. 

 

Social Housing 

 

We believe that the Scottish Government should explore the suggestion of exempting 

purchases by providers of social housing in Scotland, such as local councils and housing 

associations (registered social landlords). It would not be possible for such purchasers to 

rely on a multiple purchase relief, since not all transactions would consist of multiple 

properties. 

 

5. The potential for tax avoidance under the supplement and how this should be 

addressed. 

 

No comment 

 

6. The likely impact of forestalling. 

 

No comment. 
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7. Any other comments you may have on the proposed supplement. 

 

Owners and First Time Buyers 

 

We would like to highlight an inherent unfairness under the proposed regime. 

 

 Purchaser A does not own a main residence and inherits a £45k interest in a 

property. He or she then buys his or her first home. Purchaser A pays the higher rate 

on the purchase. 

 

 Purchaser B already owns a home and inherits a £45k interest in a property. 

Purchaser B then sells his or her main residence home and buys a new main 

residence home within 18 months.  Purchaser B pays the lower rate on the 

purchase. 

 

It seems inequitable that Purchaser A is disadvantaged simply because he or she does not 

already own a main residence. 

 

Given a main residence will be a question of fact, it should be relatively straightforward to 

determine if a person is buying one or not. As a result, we suggest it is more appropriate 

(and in keeping with the overall policy objective) that any acquisition of a main residence 

should attract only standard rates of LBTT. 

 

Establishing the type of  additional chargeable interest 

 

The type of additional chargeable interest affected should be made clear in guidance and 

legislative documentation.  We presume that it will only affect major interests in land and 

will not extend to include interests such as residential leases, servitudes etc.), still less 

exempt interests such as securities. The draft legislation does indicate that this is so, 

subject to concerns over ownership of shares of dwellings (see below). 
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The concept of “ownership” is also a matter that needs to be clearly defined in the 

legislation. In strict Scottish land law terms, a property is owned by  a person so long as 

they are recorded as being such in the Register of Sasines or Land Register. However, the 

timing of a person’s removal as owner from these Registers will depend upon a variety of 

matters, many outwith the control of the party and their own solicitor. Even with the sensible 

grace period requested above, we suggest that a person should be regarded as ceasing to 

own a property for the purposes of the supplementary charge once the effective date of its 

sale has occurred. Similarly, the effective date of a purchase would be the appropriate point 

at which to regard a property as becoming owned. The draft legislation treats the buyer as 

owning the property and the seller as ceasing to own the property “as from the end of the 

day which is the effective date of the transaction” (paragraph 10). We believe this will 

generally ensure that a person is not treated as owning two properties where they buy and 

sell their main residence with both transactions completing on the same day. As mentioned 

above we believe there is a need for a grace period to deal with those cases where the 

intention was for both transactions to complete on the same day but due to unforeseen 

circumstances either the purchase or the sale is delayed.  A period of 30 days would seem 

appropriate.  

 

Common and Joint Ownership 

 

The difference between joint and common ownership needs to be borne in mind in the 

drafting. Joint ownership arises where, although there is more than one owner, their 

interests are indivisible and cannot be dealt with separately from each other – a  prime 

example being trust (including, often, partnership) property   On the other hand, where 

property is owned in common each owner has a separate interest (albeit in the one 

property), which they can deal with separately (eg by selling their share separately or by 

insisting on the division of, or the sale of the whole of, the property– a prime example being 

a house where the title is in the name of both husband and wife). In relation to joint 

ownership it would appear to be inequitable for the rules to apply where there is no actual 

‘tradable’ individual interest in the property (see further below).  

 

Consideration needs to be given as to whether and how the supplement should apply in 

cases where a purchaser buys an interest in a property, becoming an owner in common 
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with an existing owner (or with multiple owners).  For example, it would seem unfair for the 

supplement to be payable by a purchaser who owned no additional properties just because 

an existing co-owner holds other residential property. The draft legislation does bring in this 

charge which seems entirely inequitable. 

 

Take the following case. A young person is anxious to get on the housing ladder, but 

requires assistance from a parent. In order to protect the position of he rest of the family, 

the parent is willing to assist, but wishes to become own part of the property purchases in 

proportion to their contribution. The parent already owns another dwelling – and perhaps 

only a share in that dwelling.  The contribution may be small – say 10% -  (perhaps to assist 

with the deposit, the rest of the funds being borrowed). The rules would mean that the 

additional 3% would apply to the child’s 90% of the purchase price, even though that 

interest was the only (and first ever) interest that this child had bought. This seems entirely 

inequitable and could be cured while maintaining the policy by applying the supplement 

only to the parent’s 10% of the purchase consideration. 

 

Married Couples 

 

The draft legislation indicates that married couples and civil partners will only be entitled to 

one main residence between them. Where they separate, ie they are  no longer live 

together and do not intend to live together again, they will no longer be treated as a couple. 

We welcome the fact that a de facto test of whether couples have separated has been 

used, rather than a requirement for  a court order or formal deed of separation. At the same 

time, the intention is for a main residence to be determined as a question of fact. 

 

 

 

We are concerned that there might be a tension between determining a main residence on 

the facts and the rule for married couples and civil partners, since the facts may not point to 

the same main residence for each member of the couple or partnership, particularly in the 

case of separation. 

 

Partnerships 
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The draft legislation appears to charge the 3% supplement on all purchases of residential 

properties by a partnership, where one partner owns a property already. Consideration 

should be given to a relief for partnerships where they purchase a residential property to be 

occupied by an employee of the partnership as a condition of their employment or where a 

residential property is acquired for the partnership business (rather than pertaining to the 

partner or partners as individuals) where that business is not one of property investment. 

 

Companies 

 

We note that the legislation indicates that companies will have to pay the higher rate for the 

purchase of any residential property ie not just an additional property.  This does not seem 

to sit with the focus of the tax, namely to tax additional properties. Again relief should be 

available where the property is acquired for the purposes of the company’s business where 

it is not one of property investment e.g. job-related accommodation for employees. 

 

Individuals purchasing in the course of a business 

 

The draft legislation provides that the supplement will be payable by an individual buying a 

residential property “in the course of a business of the individual that consists of or includes 

acquiring dwellings” (paragraph 3(2)). Relief should be available where the property is 

acquired for a business purpose which is not one of property investment or trading e.g. job-

related accommodation for employees.  

 

Beneficial trusts and individuals who have a right to inhabit a property 

 

The application of the tax to property held in trust will require careful consideration. For 

example, will someone who has a discretionary right of residence in a property be liable to 

pay the supplement on a house purchase if the property in trust is his or her principal 

residence? 

 

It also needs to be made clear that residential properties owned by trustees personally do 

not count in relation to trust purchases. This may be achieved by paragraph 2 of the draft 
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legislation, but more attention is required to separate out the trust patrimony from the 

trustees’ individual patrimonies. 

 

Furthermore, given that trustees are dealt with to some extent separately, it needs to be 

made clear that purchases by trustees as such are NOT treated as purchases by non-

individuals. In this context it should not make any difference whether the trustee as such is 

an individual or a trust company. This may be the intention but is not at all clear from the 

draft legislation. 

 

Mixed purchases 

 

The draft legislation indicates that the supplement will apply in relation to mixed purchases 

of residential and non-residential property which include dwellings, (where it will be payable 

in relation to the consideration attributable to the dwellings) as well as to purchases of 6 or 

more residential properties (where it will be payable on the total consideration even though 

LBTT is payable at non-residential rates). This approach also differs considerably from the 

position set out in the UK Consultation Document on the SDLT 3% supplement which 

indicates that the supplement will not apply to mixed purchases or to purchases of 6 or 

more residential properties. This is also out of keeping with the general; treatment of mixed 

properties and whether they are liable to residential or non-residential rates, which does not 

seem appropriate. If however, this differential treatment is implemented, we recommend 

that very clear guidance is drawn up to ensure that purchasers and practitioners are aware 

of the difference between LBTT and SDLT in this regard.    

 

Rural Housing and Communities 

 

The additional charge might impact differently on different areas of Scotland. In considering 

the detail and potential impacts of the proposals, the Scottish Government should have 

regard to the particular issues regarding rural housing and rural communities.  For example, 

individuals in rural areas are more likely to be home owners - the Review of Equality 

Evidence in Rural Scotland (2015) outlines that compared with the rest of Scotland a higher 

proportion of people in rural Scotland own their own homes (71% and 72% respectively in 

remote and accessible rural areas, compared with 62% in the rest of Scotland) and a 
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smaller proportion rent from Local Authorities/Scottish Homes or housing associations/co-

operatives (14% and 13% respectively in remote and accessible rural areas, compared with 

25% in the rest of Scotland).3 

 

Overseas Properties 

 

We note that overseas properties will be taken into account when determining whether or 

not the purchaser owns more than one residential property (paragraph 9(2)) and  that a 

person is to be treated as owning property outside the UK if they have an interest which is 

equivalent to ownership in Scotland. . 

 

We have concerns over the possible ‘counting’ of property outwith Scotland in determining 

whether an acquisition is subject to the additional rate of tax.   

 

The property laws and meaning and status of legal ownership differ from jurisdiction to 

jurisdiction.  Scots property lawyers are not qualified to advise on the status of legal 

ownership of property outwith Scotland.  We would question how it is therefore to be 

ascertained whether a taxpayer ‘owns’ a  property in another jurisdiction for the purposes of 

assessing that this additional tax is due.   

 

Clear guidance must be given to tax payers on this if this is to be a criterion. 

 

For further information and alternative formats, please contact: 

Matthew Thomson 

Policy Executive 

 

                                                 

3
 http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0046/00469898.pdf  
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Finance Committee Call for Evidence 

Land and Buildings Transaction 3% supplement 

Submission from KPMG LLP 

Introduction 

KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) is a global network of professional firms providing audit, tax 

and advisory services.  KPMG’s Scottish offices are located in Aberdeen, Edinburgh 

and Glasgow.   

We welcome the opportunity to participate in the Finance Committee’s call for 

evidence in relation to the proposed introduction of the LBTT supplement on 

additional residential homes.   

Call for evidence 

The Committee is seeking views on the following: 

 

1) The Scottish Government’s overall policy objectives in introducing the 

supplement and, in particular, whether it 

 Is likely to “complement the Government’s commitment to supporting 

home ownership in a balanced and sustainable way.”  

 “helps to ensure that the tax charge is proportionate to the taxpayer’s 

ability to pay.”  

 

We understand that the introduction of the 3% supplement is intended to help 

achieve the Government’s objective to support home ownership in Scotland, by 

deterring purchasers other than those replacing a main residence from the 

acquisition of additional residential properties.   

 

When introducing the 3% supplement, the Scottish Government should consider 

how the application of the supplement could act as a deterrent to the 

development of new homes in Scotland, as those wishing to purchase buy-to-let 

properties and second homes will face a significant additional cost.  Investors in 

the private rental sector (being both individuals and corporate bodies) are a key 

driver in ensuring that new residential properties are constructed, whether by way 

of direct investment into new developments, or in ensuring that house builders 

are confident that there will be a buoyant market for their product.  A key driver in 

achieving the Scottish Government’s objective of affordable home ownership will 

be the availability of suitable housing stock.  We therefore recommend that the 

Scottish Government provide relief from this supplement for genuine property 

investment businesses (whether operated by corporate entities or individuals), to 

ensure that the introduction of the supplement does not act as a deterrent for 

investment into, and so development of, new residential developments in 

Scotland.  The scope of the relief requires careful consideration to ensure that it 
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is effective.  The proposed exemption in the consultation document for the 

equivalent SDLT has a number of problems and is likely to be the subject of 

discussion in consultation meetings and responses.  

 

Has the Scottish Government given any consideration as to whether the 

introduction of a relief for first time buyers may assist in better supporting their 

objective of achieving affordable home ownership in Scotland?     

 

2) The proposed 3% rate for the supplement and the £40,000 purchase price at 

which it is proposed to take effect.  

 

The application of a 3% supplement provides cross-border consistency with the 

rest of the UK.  A higher supplement would likely result in those wishing to 

purchase additional residential properties looking to England and Wales.  

However, the Scottish Government may wish to consider whether a supplement 

below 3% would encourage greater investment into residential property in 

Scotland. 

 

We welcome the exemption from the supplement for properties with a purchase 

price below £40,000, meaning that such purchases continue to be non-notifiable. 

 

3) The Scottish Government’s estimate that the measure will raise between 

£17 million and £29 million in 2016-17.  

 

It is unclear how the Scottish Government has arrived at this estimate. The 

consequences for introducing the 3% supplement are unlikely to be predictable, 

at least in the short term. In particular, the charging provisions are likely to have 

consequences that are inadvertent (‘collateral damage’).  This is inevitable with 

significant legislative changes, especially those implemented rapidly with minimal 

consultation.  Any estimate must be read with caution.  It is unclear whether the 

policy intention of the supplement is to deter the purchase of additional residential 

properties (in which case the absence of any revenue attributable to the 

supplement would be a success) or raise revenue which can be applied to 

building affordable housing.  This should be made clear. 

 

4) Any reliefs or exemptions that you consider should form part of the 

legislation.  

 

We welcome the acknowledgement that reliefs and exemptions should be 

introduced in order to ensure that the introduction of a 3% supplement does not 

unfairly penalise those purchasing a home or act as a deterrent for further 

investment in, and development of, residential property in Scotland. 
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In considering the reliefs we hope that the Scottish Government would look to 

relieve purchasers who are purchasing a new main residence, but have not yet 

sold their existing residence.  Given the financial burden this situation places on 

homeowners, at what is a very costly time, we would recommend that an upfront 

relief is available with a mechanism for a clawback at a later date. 

 

In addition we would expect relief to be available for corporate bodies and 

individual investors who carry out a genuine business of investing in property for 

the private rental sector.  Without such a relief, investment in, and so 

development of, significant residential developments in Scotland is likely to prove 

costly and unattractive.  A separate relief for corporate bodies and individuals 

who carry on a genuine business of developing (or redeveloping) residential 

property for resale is also necessary. Without such reliefs, the supplement is 

likely to counteract the Scottish Government’s stated objectives of increasing 

affordable home ownership in Scotland, as the number of new developments 

slows. 

 

We would appreciate confirmation that existing LBTT reliefs, such as those in 

Schedule 4, will continue to apply to the acquisition of residential properties 

where conditions are met. 

 

5) The potential for tax avoidance under the supplement and how this should 

be addressed.  

 

Without further detail as to how the supplement is to be applied, and the reliefs 

and exemptions that are likely to be made available, it is not possible to comment 

as to the potential for tax avoidance or how this should be addressed. 

 

6) The likely impact of forestalling. 

 

As the introduction has been announced those who are considering purchasing 

additional residential properties are likely to bring forward this purchase to ensure 

it is completed before the rates are introduced.  This may cause a spike in 

property prices and could potentially lead to investors over extending themselves 

in the effort to ensure that they do not miss out.  The Scottish Government may 

wish to consider whether a longer lead in time could mitigate this risk. 

 

We appreciate that the Scottish Government is keen for the supplement to be 

introduced; however, the legislation required is likely to be complex, if the stated 

objectives are to be met.   

 

In order to ensure that the legislation works in the way intended we would advise 

that the Scottish Government takes the time required to draft and test this 

complex legislation with those in industry and practice.  A detailed and thorough 
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consultation process is more likely to ensure that the legislation is robust at the 

time it is introduced, providing certainty and clarity for taxpayers. 

 

We appreciate that a delay in the introduction of the 3% supplement by the 

Scottish Government would result in a period in which those purchasing addition 

residential properties in England, Wales and Northern Ireland would be subject to 

a 3% SDLT supplement, while those purchasing additional residential properties 

in Scotland would not.  This may lead to a short period of increased investment in 

residential properties in Scotland.  The delay would have the benefit of enabling 

the Scottish Government to learn from the mistakes of the equivalent system in 

the rest of the UK.  As the Scottish Government will be aware, a relatively 

detailed proposal is set out in a consultation document for the equivalent 3% 

SDLT surcharge.  That proposal is attracting a significant amount of discussion.  

We anticipate a large number of responses will be made to that consultation 

(possibly more than any other consultation on a proposed tax change).  The 

Scottish Government should not under-estimate the complexity of introducing the 

supplement and implementing it in a proportionate manner that achieves its 

objectives. 

 

7) Any other comments you may have on the proposed supplement.  

 

If the Scottish Government is to ensure that the introduction of the 3% 

supplement is effective in helping to achieve its objectives of encouraging home 

ownership in Scotland, the legislation must be well drafted having regard to the 

wide range of purchasers and circumstances in which residential property 

transactions are undertaken. 

 

It is therefore of vital importance that prior to the introduction of the 3% 

supplement taxpayers have clarity and certainty as to how and when the 

supplement will apply.  Clear and consistent drafting of legislation, which 

smoothly interacts with the existing legislative framework is fundamental in 

ensuring that this is the case.  We would therefore strongly advise against the 

current proposal to introduce this legislation without a full consultation process 

involving all stakeholders.   

 

If you have any questions in relation our comments set out above, please do not 

hesitate to contact Jo Joyce or Jon Meeten. 

 

Jon Meeten 

Head of Tax, Scotland 

 

Jo Joyce, 

Senior manager, stamp taxes 
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Finance Committee
The Scottish Parliament
Edinburgh
EH99 1SP

29 January 2016

Dear Sir or Madam

Proposed Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (LBTT) supplement on

purchases of additional residential properties – Call for Evidence.

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (we) welcome the opportunity to respond to the above call for

evidence and we hope that the Finance Committee finds this written submission helpful.

Revenue Scotland has not, as yet, issued details of how the proposed LBTT supplement would be

structured but we understand that the intention would be for it to follow the same structure as the

proposed change to Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT).

The purpose of the LBTT supplement, as per the Finance Minister’s draft budget announcement

in December 2015, is to prevent distortions of the Scottish housing market following the

introduction of the SDLT supplement in the rest of the UK and to ensure that the opportunities

for first time buyers in Scotland are not adversely affected. The policy intent would therefore seem

to be closely aligned to the intentions of the UK Government in introducing the SDLT supplement

i.e. to support home ownership and particularly to support first-time buyers. In our view, it is

therefore appropriate for the LBTT supplement rules to follow as closely as possible those

covering the SDLT supplement. This would avoid unnecessary complexity and provide greater

certainty and clarity to taxpayers whilst supporting the policy objectives of the Scottish

Government.

The UK Government have also stated that they wish to minimise the impact of the higher rates on

those making significant investments in residential property, given the role of this investment in

supporting the UK Government’s housing agenda. This is reflected in the proposed exemptions

from the SDLT supplement and our comments below assume that similar exemptions would be

suitable for inclusion in the LBTT rules to prevent distortions in the UK market and also to

support residential property investment in Scotland.

I have therefore set out below our key comments on the proposal to introduce the LBTT

supplement. We have focused our comments on the practical issues arising from the proposal

rather than on the wider economic impact. The accompanying appendix covers the more detailed
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questions raised in the SDLT consultation which will apply equally to LBTT, expanding on the

points raised below.

General comments

The impact of the proposed supplement should be assessed in conjunction with the significant

number of recent changes to other taxes impacting residential property. As such it is hard to specify

the impact of this policy on the housing supply and market in isolation without considerable

economic analysis (which we have not undertaken). Each tax (or tax change) creates different types

and magnitudes of distortion in the economy by distorting market signals, which can manifest

themselves in a lower level of economic output, but these are hard to isolate.

In particular, we would highlight that the targeting of specific groups via taxation leads to

anomalies and unintended consequences, possibly exacerbating the effects of the housing crisis,

such as rising prices. Legislation which appears to target specific groups will also need to be

compliant with European law.

In framing a property tax policy for Scotland, care is required to minimise these economic

distortions and to ensure that such a policy is targeted so as to have a positive, rather than a

detrimental impact, on housing supply.

The level of the supplement (3%) and the threshold above which is will apply (£40,000) are

matters of policy for the Scottish Government to decide but in setting these it would be beneficial to

consider both the SDLT equivalent figures and also the wider context of property taxation in the

UK.

In regard to the question of whether the supplement “helps to ensure that the tax charge is

proportionate to the taxpayer’s ability to pay”, there are two matters to highlight:

 The tax charge is proportionate to the price of the house and not linked directly to the

taxpayer’s income or wealth. Some purchasers might be buying outright and some

borrowing heavily; both would pay the same tax charge.

 There are occasions (noted below) when the charge may fall on those who are not buying

a property alone or who are in a position of buying a ‘second’ home due to family

breakdown or employment mobility pressures. Their ability to pay may not be

proportionate to the tax charge.

Since LBTT is already covered by the GAAR, we do not consider that any further anti-avoidance

measures are necessary.

We would also make the general observation that such legislative changes require time and

adequate consultation in order to ensure that they meet their policy objectives. Careful review of

the legislation will also help to promote compliance and also to prevent avoidance.
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Specific proposals

We have put forward for consideration some specific suggestions below that we believe will help

to minimise adverse consequences. These are made on the basis that the Scottish Government will

implement the proposed measures to amend the LBTT rules in a similar way to that suggested by

HMRC in their SDLT consultation. In all cases, consideration will need to be given to compliance

with EU laws.

Timing of introduction

We note the intention to introduce the supplement from April 2016. The rules proposed for the

SDLT supplement state that any contract entered into after 25 November 2015, and not completed

until 1 April 2016 or later, will be within the new rules. Clarity is needed on whether the same

timing will apply to LBTT e.g. would it potentially apply to contracts entered into after 16 December

2015?

The presumption seems to be that transactions being entered into now can easily be completed by 1

April 2016. However, delays between exchange and completion are more common that one might

imagine. In particular, purchases of new homes from house builders are typically bought off plan

and cannot be completed until the property has been finished. Such transactions may be

unavoidably within the scope of the additional rate unless an exemption is available.

Given that the rules are not yet final (in particular the scope of the exemptions), this creates

unhelpful commercial uncertainty over the LBTT payable in respect of contracts entered into

between 16 December 2015 and the date on which the legislation becomes effective, which may not

complete by 31 March 2016.

We recommend that it is only contracts entered into after the date on which the legislation becomes

clear that should be within the scope of the new rules.

Scope of charge & requirement to be disposing of an existing main residence

It is assumed that the proposed LBTT supplement may also include an exclusion from the

additional 3% rate where the Scottish property acquired is a replacement for an existing main

residence, which has been disposed of within the last 18 months (as is proposed for the SDLT

charge).

In our opinion, this condition is unduly restrictive. It may result in inconsistencies in the treatment

of taxpayers who are in similar positions. For example, where someone owns a buy-to-let property

and is moving out of rented accommodation (their main residence) into their first home, they will

pay the extra 3%, whereas a buy-to-let investor who already owns their own home and is replacing

it would not. One example of someone who owns a buy-to-let property but is in rented

accommodation would be someone who has moved for work but rents until they have decided

where to live or until they have saved for a bigger deposit, and they have retained their previous

main residence in order to stay on the housing ladder.
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There does not seem to be any policy justification for distinguishing between the two scenarios

highlighted above.

There are many examples where the test is likely to create issues for purchasers, including where

parents are helping their children to buy property, or where siblings or friends have bought

together to get on the property ladder. If at a later date one of them wants to move out and buy

their own home, but the other cannot afford to buy them out and agrees to pay rent on the share of

the property they don’t own, the additional rate will apply.

We believe that the requirement to dispose of (or have recently disposed of) an existing main home

is not necessary, and that second test - the requirement to use the new property as the main

residence - is sufficient.

If our suggestion were to be followed, we recognise that Revenue Scotland’s concern will be the

ability of someone to purchase a new main residence, and then to move to a new main residence

letting out the previous main residence, and to keep doing this to build a portfolio avoiding the 3%

additional rate. But we consider that the incidence of this behaviour will be limited given the

practical inconvenience of having to move home. But we feel that the simplicity and reduced

likelihood of anomalies means that our suggestion is more attractive on the whole.

Refund of 3% LBTT where two properties are owned temporarily

Where a taxpayer is replacing a main residence but has not yet sold their previous residence, it is

currently proposed that purchasers will need to pay the additional 3% at the time of the transaction

and then reclaim it once they have sold their previous residence. We consider that this could lead

to unnecessary hardship and instead propose that taxpayers should be able to apply for a deferral

for up to 3 years with the additional 3% becoming due if they have not sold their original residence

by then. The requirement to apply for a deferral should protect HMRC from compliance failures

where the additional 3% becomes due at a later date.

Exemption

We agree with the policy of providing an exemption from the additional 3% for investors who will

contribute to the growth of the housing stock. However, we believe that the exemption should not

provide an advantage to a narrow category of investor. In addition, the Government will need to

ensure that any exemptions are compliant with EU laws.

We propose for your consideration a number of alternative exemptions as follows:

 Transaction threshold: an acquisition by any investor of 6 or more residential properties.
The legislation currently caters for an acquisition of 6 or more dwellings being treated as an
acquisition of commercial property and we recommend that this threshold be incorporated;
and

 Portfolio threshold: an acquisition by any investor of one or more residential properties,
where that investor (together with companies in the same group in the case of a corporate
investor) will own at least 15 residential properties following the transaction; and
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 Investor type: any acquisition by a “diversely held company” or “widely-marketed scheme”
in accordance with the meanings in section 14F TCGA 1992 (this would add an exemption
which is consistent with the non-resident capital gains exemption). This exemption should
be designed so that it exempts crowd funding transactions. Furthermore, investors into
these kinds of qualifying vehicles should not be regarded as having an interest in
residential property which precludes them from being exempt from the 3% surcharge on
their main residence; and

Asset type: certain types of residential property should not be subject to the 3% surcharge

because they are not within the asset class being targeted by HMRC. For example, purpose

built student accommodation is not suitable for or available to first time buyers.

If it would be helpful to further discuss any of these points, please do not hesitate to call me on

0131 260 4671 or we would be happy to discuss our evidence with the Committee in person.

Yours sincerely

Susannah Simpson

Susannah.simpson@uk.pwc.com

T: +44 (0) 131 260 4671
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Specific questions raised by the SDLT consultation that will also need

to be addressed in framing the LBTT legislation.

Where appropriate we have put forward alternative suggestions for consideration by the Scottish

Government.

Married couples and civil partners

Are there any difficult circumstances involving family breakdown which mean that

treating married couples and civil partners as one unit until they are separated is not

appropriate? If there are, how would you suggest those circumstances are treated?

We believe that the proposed threshold for what is a separation (separation under a court order or

by a formal deed) is too restrictive. In our opinion, it would be more appropriate to use the

threshold which applies for capital gains purposes, being separation under a court order, by a

formal deed, or in circumstances such that the separation is likely to become permanent.

When a relationship breaks down, it is common for one parent to leave the family home that they

co-own, and for them to permit the spouse or civil partner to stay in the home with the children

(the remaining spouse being unable to buy out the departing spouse). The home that they co-own

may not be sold until the youngest child reaches the age of 18 years.

That an individual in such circumstances - where the separation is likely to become permanent but

has not become legal - should be subject to the additional LBTT charge may not be in line with the

underlying policy intent.

In addition to extending the threshold for what is a separation, in order that the departing spouse is

not penalised by an additional 3% LBTT charge on his or her acquisition of a new home, his/her

ongoing joint ownership of the original family home should be ignored in these circumstances.

Otherwise the proposed rules for joint purchasers will result in the departing spouse paying the

additional 3% on a new home in a situation where the remaining spouse cannot afford to buy them

out of the original family home.

Joint purchasers

Do you agree that, where property is purchased jointly, if any of the purchasers in a

transaction are purchasing an additional residential property and not replacing a

main residence, the higher rates should apply to the whole transaction value? If not,

how would you suggest the government treats joint purchasers?

There are a number of situations in which the application of the higher rates to the whole

transaction value may produce results which do not appear to be in line with the policy intentions.

Some examples are as follows.
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 High property prices have required many people to enter into property ownership in stages (for

example buying jointly with siblings, children or flat-mates, before one party is fully able to

finance a purchase alone or with a new partner). There may be practical or personal reasons

why the first property cannot be sold (for example, negative equity or one party remaining in

the first property). The departing owner may become an inadvertent second property owner

without receiving rent on the first property, but will nevertheless be subject to the additional

LBTT under the current proposals.

 Four friends entering the job market may acquire a property to live in. One of the individuals

can only do so with parental assistance, with the parents taking a legal interest in the property.

If the parents already own their own home, the current proposals will mean that the additional

3% LBTT will apply to the entire purchase price of the property acquired by the four friends.

We recommend that the additional rate of LBTT should only apply to the percentage interest of a
property which is acquired by someone who already owns another residential property.

Determining whether a purchaser is replacing an only or main residence

For the first stage of the test for determining whether a purchaser is replacing an

only or main residence, does considering previously disposed of property in the way

presented above cause practical difficulties or hardship in particular cases?

The requirement to be disposing of an existing main residence appears to us to be unduly

restrictive, and may result in inconsistencies in the treatment of taxpayers in positions which (from

a policy perspective) do not appear to be different.

Two examples used in the SDLT consultation document highlight this issues:

In Example 9, N purchases her first property, which she will use as a buy-to-let. She will not pay the

higher rates because this is her first property. Two years later, N purchases a residential property

which she will use as her main residence, but she decides to keep her buy-to-let property. In this

instance, as she has two properties at the end of the day on which the second transaction occurs,

and has not replaced a main residence (as she has not sold a previous main residence), the higher

rates will apply.

This can be compared with Example 23, in which G sold a property which was his main residence

three months ago. He still owns another property which he lets out. Since the sale of his main

residence he has lived in rented accommodation. G then purchases a new residential property

which he intends to use as a main residence. At the end of the day of the transaction, he has two

properties, but as he is replacing his main residence, the higher rates will not apply.

In the examples cited above, both purchasers will, at the end of the day of acquisition of the main

residence, own two properties (one main residence and one buy-to-let property). However, the

purchaser in example 9 will have paid the additional 3% LBTT whereas the purchaser in Example
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23 will not. It is difficult to see the rationale for this distinction; this position would seem to

disadvantage a purchaser seeking to move from the rented sector to owning their own home.

We have also outlined below other examples where the requirement to be disposing of an existing

main residence in order to fall out of the higher rate regime will result in difficulties which do not

appear to be in line with the policy behind the measures. There may of course be additional

examples where the requirement creates hardship.

 It is not uncommon for people to become "reluctant landlords", when they have to move to

a different part of the country for work but cannot sell their original home (for example,

where it is in an area where house prices are depressed and/or there is high unemployment

and/or they are in negative equity). The additional LBTT charge could have unintentional

consequence of people being "trapped" in such areas and being unable move to another

area of the country, with consequences for the employment mobility.

 A similar situation may arise where an older couple wish to downsize, or move closer to

family, and are unable to sell their existing home. Again, the existing home may be in an

area of high unemployment and long term economic decline, and they may be forced to

rent the existing property.

Consequently it is our view that the first stage of the test (the disposal of an existing main home)

should be removed as the second stage of the test (the intention to use the new property as the

main residence) is sufficient.

If our suggestion were to be followed, we recognise that Revenue Scotland’s concern will be the

ability of someone to purchase a new main residence, and then to move to a new main residence

letting out the previous main residence, and to keep doing this to build a portfolio avoiding the 3%

additional rate. But we consider that the incidence of this behaviour will be limited given the

practical inconvenience of having to move home. But we feel that the simplicity and reduced

likelihood of anomalies means that our suggestion is more attractive on the whole.

In cases where the purchaser will own more than one residential property at the end of the day of

acquisition, if the property being acquired by the purchaser will be his/her main residence, the

additional 3% LBTT should not apply. Revenue Scotland could consider aligning the LBTT rules

with the principal private residence (“PPR”) exemption for capital gains tax purposes but in

essence, so long as the intention is for the property to be the main residence, the acquisition should

not be subject to the 3% LBTT.

For the second stage of the test, do you agree that the rule should require the

purchaser to intend to use the newly purchased property as their only or main

residence?

As per our comments above, we agree that there should be an intention for the purchaser to use the

newly purchased property as their only or main residence, and that this should be the sole test.
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Delay between sale of a previous main residence and purchase of a new one

Do you agree that 18 months is a reasonable length of time to allow purchasers a

period between sale of a previous main residence and purchase of a new main

residence that allows someone to claim they are replacing their only or main

residence and therefore not pay the higher rates of LBTT?

As per our response above, we do not agree that there should be a requirement for a disposal of a

previous main residence in order to not pay the higher rates of LBTT. However, if the replacement

requirement is to be retained, we believe that three years would be a more appropriate and

practical length of time to allow purchasers between sale of a previous main residence and purchase

of a new main residence.

A three year period would allow the “reluctant landlords”, referred to in our response above,

additional time to dispose of their existing residence.

Refund upon sale of a previous main residence

Do you agree there should be a refund mechanism in place for those who sell their

previous main residence up to 18 months after the purchase of a new main

residence? Are there any other cases where a refund of the additional LBTT paid

should be given?

We do not agree that purchasers who will temporarily hold both a previous and a new main

residence should be required to pay the additional 3% LBTT “upfront” on the acquisition of the new

main residence.

In accordance with our response above, where the purchaser intends to use the new property as a

main residence, the additional 3% LBTT liability should not apply.

However, if the condition for disposing of a previous main residence is to be retained, a period of

three years (rather than 18 months) should be allowed either side of the acquisition, to dispose of a

replacement main residence.

There are situations where an 18 month period prior to the acquisition of the new main residence

will not be sufficient for a taxpayer to identify and purchase a replacement main residence. For

example, someone relocating for work may move into rented accommodation while they decide

where to buy.

There are also situations where an 18 month period after the acquisition of a new main residence

will not be sufficient to achieve a disposal of the property being replaced, for example, where a

taxpayer buys a new main residence which they intend to redevelop and they need to continue to

reside in the old main residence until redevelopment of the new property has been completed. The

process of seeking planning permission, tendering the building work and securing a builder, and

then completing the building work, will often last for more than 18 months. The tax payer may

consequently hold off disposing of his/her existing main residence in the meantime.
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We believe that a deferral mechanism would be preferable to a payment on closing followed by a

reclaim mechanism. If a deferral application is made and the taxpayer fails to provide confirmation

to Revenue Scotland within the relevant period (we recommend three years), Revenue Scotland

have all the information they need in order to recover the additional 3% from the taxpayer and

therefore has a mechanism to protect revenues.

Having said this, a refund mechanism might be relevant in cases where a purchaser does not

initially intend to use the property as their main residence but, for whatever reason, does end up

using the property as the main residence within 3 years of the acquisition. In these circumstances,

a refund of the 3% LBTT may be considered appropriate.

Can you suggest any other actions the government could take to mitigate the cash

flow impact on those who only temporarily own two residential properties?

As stated above, we do not agree that purchasers who will temporarily hold both a previous and a

new main residence should be required to pay the additional 3% LBTT “upfront” on the acquisition

of the new main residence. The taxpayer may already be in the position of requiring temporary

bridging finance to facilitate the acquisition of the new property. In our opinion, the requirement to

fund an additional 3% LBTT, even if only for a short time, may prevent a significant number of

transactions from proceeding.

Instead, we believe that where a purchaser intends to use the new property as a main residence, the

additional 3% LBTT liability should not apply.

In the event that both limbs of the test (the replacement of existing main residence and the

intention to use the new property as the main residence) are retained, we would recommend that a

deferral mechanism be considered, instead of requiring the taxpayer to pay the additional 3% SDLT

and then make a reclaim. The concept of LBTT deferral is already established in the context of

contingent or uncertain consideration (LBTT(S) 2013 section 41).

In this case, the taxpayer would submit a standard form deferral application, and the deferral

would come to an end on the earlier of:

 the purchaser submitting an amended return confirming that he/she has sold its previous

property and that no further LBTT liability arises; and

 three years after the acquisition date, at which point HMRC would raise an assessment for

the 3% LBTT.

Are there any other situations regarding main residences which require further

consideration?

We would seek further clarity on how residence and main residence are going to be defined for the

purpose of the additional 3% rules.
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There currently exists a number of different terms used for residence, dwelling, main home etc. as

recognised by HMRC's new working party. We would suggest that the definitions be aligned

wherever possible. This is of particular concern given that the definition of a Scottish taxpayer will

rest on where their main residence is considered to be and differing interpretations of the phrase as

applied to income tax and LBTT would potentially cause anomalies.

In terms of the definition of “main residence”, this needs to be workable bearing in mind the need

to come to a view at the point at which the property is acquired.

Would there be a benefit to a significant number of purchasers if the test for whether

someone owns one, or more than one, residential properties, were undertaken at a

time of submitting the LBTT return, rather than at the end of the day of transaction?

In the event that both the main residence replacement limb of the test, and the requirement to pay

the 3% upfront and subsequently claim a refund are retained, we believe that this would provide an

additional window of time for those selling an existing main residence, albeit a limited one.

In place of the requirement to pay the 3% LBTT upfront and subsequently apply for a refund, we

believe that a better approach would be the deferral mechanism as outlined above.

Property owned and purchased outside of Scotland

Do you agree with the government’s proposed approach to considering property

owned anywhere in the world when determining whether the higher rates of LBTT

will be due?

We agree with this approach in principle, provided that taxpayers have the ability to treat the

Scottish acquisition as the acquisition of a main residence which is not subject to the additional 3%

LBTT, in circumstances where they intend to live in the property.

Other cases

Do you agree with the proposed treatment of furnished holiday lets?

We do not have any comment to make on furnished holiday lets.

Are there any other cases which the government should consider?

There should be provisions to exclude purpose built student accommodation from the 3% charge if

it would not otherwise be exempt.

The treatment of large scale investors

Do you agree that an exemption should be available to individual investors as well as

all non-natural persons? Alternatively, is there evidence to suggest any exemption

should be limited to only certain types of purchaser? If so, which types of purchaser?
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We agree that any available exemptions should be available to both individual investors and to non-

natural persons and can see no justification for distinguishing between the legal forms investors

choose to use.

In addition, the Government will need to ensure that any exemptions are compliant with EU law.

We believe that there should be a number of exemptions and we have outlined these below.

Do you think that either the bulk purchase of at least 15 residential properties or a

portfolio test where a purchaser must own at least 15 residential properties are

appropriate criteria for the exemption? Which would be better targeted?

Are there better alternative or additional tests that could be used to better target an

exemption and fulfil the government’s wider housing objectives?

It is the UK Government's intention is to exempt those individuals making significant investments

in residential property. In our view, this would also be an appropriate policy objective for the

Scottish Government to consider.

We believe that a number of alternative exemptions are appropriate in order that a broader

population of investors are unaffected by the new rules to avoid there being a significant impact on

the availability of rental stock in the market. We do not consider that large institutional investors

will necessarily be the preferred provider of rental accommodation for all renters. Individual

landlords may offer advantages – offering property of a type and in locations which larger investors

do not (e.g. older family homes in established residential areas, rather than new build flats in city

centre locations). For example, non-residence capital gains tax (“NRCGT”) has been introduced to

tax gains on the sale of residential property with exemptions for “diversely-held companies”. Tax

relief for interest deductions on buy-to-let has been introduced with exemptions for companies.

We understand that the exemptions have been introduced in order not to discourage institutional

investment in housing and it would therefore seem appropriate to align the exemptions and reduce

complexity in the tax system.

Given the significant number of changes to the taxation of residential property in the last couple of

years, we also believe that the exemptions should be aligned, as far as possible, with existing

legislation.

Hence, we put forward the suggestion that in addition to the exemptions for investors with 15 or
more properties currently proposed, that a diversity of ownership exemption is also provided. We
also recommend that HMRC consider exemptions for acquisitions of 6 or more properties in one
transaction and certain classes of assets. In summary, we propose the following exemptions:

 Transaction threshold: an acquisition by any investor of 6 or more residential properties.
The legislation currently caters for an acquisition of 6 or more dwellings being treated as an
acquisition of commercial property and we recommend that this threshold be incorporated;
and
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 Portfolio threshold: an acquisition by any investor of one or more residential properties,
where that investor (together with companies in the same group in the case of a corporate
investor) will own at least 15 residential properties following the transaction; and

 Investor type: any acquisition by a “diversely held company” or “widely-marketed scheme”
in accordance with the meanings in section 14F TCGA 1992 (this would add an exemption
which is consistent with the non-resident capital gains exemption). This exemption should
be designed so that it exempts crowd funding transactions. Furthermore, investors into
these kinds of qualifying vehicles should not be regarded as having an interest in
residential property which precludes them from being exempt from the 3% surcharge on
their main residence; and

 Asset type: certain types of residential property should not be subject to the 3% surcharge
because they are not within the asset class being targeted by HMRC. For example, purpose
built student accommodation is not suitable for or available to first time buyers.

These tests should also take into account common ownership of portfolios in separate vehicles. A
common control test seems the most appropriate given that the test is to be applied to entity types
which are not necessarily companies which form an SDLT group.

Are there any other issues or factors the government should take into account in

designing an exemption from the higher rates?

Whatever the precise scope of the proposed exemptions, the Scottish Government will need to
ensure that they will be compliant with EU Law. For example, consideration should be given to
whether the exemptions discriminate against Small or Medium Size Enterprises.

The first purchase of a residential property by a company or collective

investment vehicle

Do any specific kinds of collective investment vehicle or other non-individuals need

to be treated differently to companies?

We do not consider that collective investment vehicles or other non-individuals need to be treated

differently to companies.

We understand the type of avoidance with which tax authorities are concerned i.e. an individual

purchasing as additional property via a company to avoid the additional rates of LBTT/SDLT.

However, rather than subjecting the first purchase of residential property by a company or

collective investment scheme to the higher rates of LBTT, we would suggest that the introduction of

exemptions as outlined above which should be an adequate measure to prevent this type of

avoidance.
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The treatment of trusts and settlements

Do you agree with the proposed treatment of trusts, including the higher rates of

LBTT applying to trusts purchasing residential property except where a purchase is a

first property or replacement of a main residence for a beneficiary?

No. Property is commonly owned in trust for many reasons that are not tax-driven (e.g. asset

protection; division of assets among family members).

The current proposal that any trust property purchases will be subject to the additional 3%,

regardless of the circumstances of the acquisition, appears to us to be too wide. For example, within

a discretionary trust a property may be the main residence of a beneficiary and the only property of

the trust. It is not clear to us why the same exemptions should not be available to trusts.

Administration and compliance

Do you think that purchasers are more likely to give accurate answers to main

residence questions if HMRC provides specific questions for the conveyancer to ask

the purchaser?

Yes.

Would a formal declaration by the purchaser that the answers to any such questions

are accurate help to increase compliance without creating undue burdens for

conveyancers? How do you think such a declaration should work?

We believe that a formal declaration would help, and indeed would be crucial, in order to avoid an

undue burden on conveyancers.

The declaration should be in standard form, and be required to be completed prior to completion

on the property, either online, or via a paper form.

Besides normal publicly available guidance, are there any additional products that

Revenue Scotland HMRC can provide to help purchasers understand what rates of

tax they will be paying on a planned purchase?

We believe that there is a risk that guidance dealing with this specific topic only might ignore the

many complexities which arise from associated issues (e.g. PPR for capital gains purposes).

The interaction of these rules with other taxes needs to be considered with the aim of achieving as

much consistency as possible.

It will also need to be confirmed that the additional 3% LBTT will be deductible for CGT purposes

in the same way as the normal charge.
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